


Motivation

• Networks are deemed important in matching workers and firms
• Networks are often presumed to increase inequality, since “birds of a 

feather flock together”
• Theoretical contributions on networks’ role share this view 

(Montgomery, 1991 or Calvo-Armengol and Jackson, 2004)
• Indeed, sorting has been shown in recent contributions (Card various 

ref.) to increase inequality: high-wage workers tend to go to high-
wage firms

• Networks should only reinforce this phenomenon (“sorting increases 
inequality”) because social ties are unequally distributed



What we do

• We assess the impact of social connections on the sorting of workers to 
firms (and the presumption that connections increase sorting inequality)

• We first examine the distribution of displaced workers’ social connections 
to employed workers and their firms

• Using Swedish data, we measure multiple types of networks, of both the 
strong and weak sort (family, former co-worker, former classmate, current 
neighbor)

• We estimate an AKM decomposition (to assess sorting inequality)
• Then, we examine the causal impact of connections on hiring for these 

displaced workers and how connections and their strength affect sorting 
inequality 

• Finally, we look at how connections affect sorting for all job-to-job movers



What we find

• Our measured social connections indeed display homophily: positive 
sorting in terms of earnings capacity; high-wage workers are connected to 
high-wage workers who tend to be employed by high-wage firms

• This finding is most pronounced for former co-worker ties and classmates from 
university

• Social connections matter when looking for jobs
• a worker is much more likely (one order of magnitude) to find a job in the exact 

establishment where she has a connection than someone from the same 
displacement event with no such connection

• Family (strong ties) and past co-workers matter most
• Immune to common preferences of the worker and her connection for a specific firm 

(repeated displacements and other evidence)



What we find

• The magnitude of these effects is the same for low-wage and high-
wage workers

• The magnitude of these effects is much larger when the connection is 
to a low-wage employer rather than to a high-wage employer, 
regardless of the high-wage/low-wage status of the connected worker

• The resulting outcome is that sorting inequality for matches formed 
through connections is lower than that due to “unconnected” market 
matches

• This result also holds not only for the displaced but also for all job-to-
job movers



Empirical strategy
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Robustness



Sorting inequality



Within-worker identification
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Conclusion

• Social networks (Potential connections) are homophilous … mostly those formed 
at work and at university which connect high-wage workers to high-wage 
employers

• For hiring, family networks matter most …
… co-workers a bit less, neighbors, and classmates least
• Connections really matter:

• Repeated displacements
• The tighter social proximity, the larger the effect

• However, most of the effects of connections on hiring comes from low-wage 
employers, regardless of the connected worker

• Hence, low-wage employers are able to attract high-wage workers through social 
connections …

Connected hires are less sorted than market hires
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